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What is CHANGE?



How do you view CHANGE?

www.zaheennanji.com/rr/how-do-you-feel-about-change-4-tips-to-help-you-handle-change



Why is it difficult?

 Change too many things at once

 One change involves more change

 Status quo is comfortable

 Unclear about the benefits of the change

 Abandoning efforts too quickly

 Changing other people 



NOW… Cross the “Other” Way



Change is here to stay…



Let’s play a game!



What is FLUXX?
 Fluxx is a card game. 

 Fluxx is a game about change, and it changes as you play it. We call it the 

card game of ever-changing rules, and that’s exactly what happens — you 

change the rules. 

 How you win can also change from one turn to the next. Every game is 

different!



Fundamentals



Game Play

 It all begins with one basic rule: 

Draw one card, Play one card.

 You start with a hand of three cards.  On your turn, you draw one card and 

add it to your hand, and then choose one card to play, following the 

directions written on your chosen card. 

 As cards are drawn and played from the deck, the rules of the game change 

from how many cards are drawn, how many cards are played or even how 

many cards you can hold at the end of your turn.



4 kinds of cards



Keepers (22)
 Collect KEEPERS to match the GOAL and you win! 

 Play from your hand to the table in front of you.  

 Examples

 Television

 Cookies

 Chocolate

 Sun



Goals (32)
 Define what it takes to win!

 You actually start the game WITHOUT a goal!

 Generally, each goal is a set of KEEPERS…

 Hot Fudge Sundae = Chocolate + Ice Cream

 Lullaby = Sleep + Music

 Toast = Bread + Toaster



New Rules (22)
 New rules change how many cards to draw or play or hold in your 

hand.

 New rules take effect immediately

 Pay close attention!!!

 Examples:

 Play 2

 Hand Limit 4

 Double Agenda (2 goals)



Action (23)
 Sometimes cause major chaos!  

 Just do what it says and discard into the pile.

 Examples:

 Shuffle Hands

 Steal a Keeper

 Empty the Trash

 Reset the Rules



How to win?

All you have to do is meet the conditions set forth on the current Goal. 

Although there are some unusual goals out there, most of the time a 

Fluxx Goal will require you to have a particular combo of two Keepers, 

such as Time and Money:



Have FUN!



What was it like?

 Stressful

 Confusing

 Tiring

 Engaging

 Interesting

 Exhilarating

 Fun



Examples of Change in Altrusa

 Venue/Meeting Place

 By Laws/Policy

 Process

 Dues/Cost of events

 Fundraising 

 Technology



WHY do we have to change?
 Altrusa is aging. 

 If we do nothing, we will age out of members in 20 years.

 We all try to attract younger members, but for some, they don’t stay.

 WHY?

 1

 2

 3

 4



Techniques
•Acknowledge the issues

• Involve your teammates

•Communicate

•Create desire

•Be truthful

•Empathize

•Find humor in the situation

• ACCEPT IT and MOVE ON!



Altrusa’s brand drivers
 Flexibility

 Keep an open mind

 Adapt to newer ways of doing things

 Clarity

 Stay in touch - Communication

 Transparency – Share information

 Inclusion

 Incorporate some new events, projects, ideas

 Be sure to ASK all members to help and be a part of new programs





Don’t forget to CHANGE your clocks tonight!






